White Rose Black Forest English Edition
Getting the books white rose black forest english edition now is not type of
challenging means. You could not lonesome going like ebook accrual or library
or borrowing from your associates to entry them. This is an completely easy
means to specifically acquire guide by on-line. This online notice white rose
black forest english edition can be one of the options to accompany you similar
to having extra time.
It will not waste your time. resign yourself to me, the e-book will entirely
melody you extra matter to read. Just invest tiny time to admittance this online notice white rose black forest english edition as capably as evaluation
them wherever you are now.

White Rose Kip Wilson 2019 A gorgeous and timely novel based on the incredible
story of Sophie Scholl, a young German college student who challenged the Nazi
regime during World War II as part of The White Rose, a nonviolent resistance
group.
The Wonderful Wizard of Oz L. Frank Baum 2013-01-25 Travel to the land of Oz
with Dorothy and find out what inspired the forthcoming film blockbuster Oz:
The Great and Powerful
Sophie's World Jostein Gaarder 2007-03-20 One day Sophie comes home from school
to find two questions in her mail: "Who are you?" and "Where does the world
come from?" Before she knows it she is enrolled in a correspondence course with
a mysterious philosopher. Thus begins Jostein Gaarder's unique novel, which is
not only a mystery, but also a complete and entertaining history of philosophy.
From Sand and Ash Amy Harmon 2016-10-25 Italy, 1943--Germany occupies much of
the country, placing the Jewish population in grave danger during World War II.
As children, Eva Rosselli and Angelo Bianco were raised like family but divided
by circumstance and religion. As the years go by, the two find themselves
falling in love. But the church calls to Angelo and, despite his deep feelings
for Eva, he chooses the priesthood. Now, more than a decade later, Angelo is a
Catholic priest and Eva is a woman with nowhere to turn. With the Gestapo
closing in, Angelo hides Eva within the walls of a convent, where Eva discovers
she is just one of many Jews being sheltered by the Catholic Church. But Eva
can't quietly hide, waiting for deliverance, while Angelo risks everything to
keep her safe. With the world at war and so many in need, Angelo and Eva face
trial after trial, choice after agonizing choice, until fate and fortune
finally collide, leaving them with the most difficult decision of all.
The Jungle Book Rudyard Kipling 1920
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The Book of Lost Things John Connolly 2006-11-07 Taking refuge in fairy tales
after the loss of his mother, twelve-year-old David finds himself violently
propelled into an imaginary land in which the boundaries of fantasy and reality
are disturbingly melded. By the author of The Black Angel. 75,000 first
printing.
Black Forest Village Stories Berthold Auerbach 1869
Sally's Baking Addiction Sally McKenney 2016-10-11 Updated with a brand-new
selection of desserts and treats, the fully illustrated Sally's Baking
Addiction cookbook offers more than 80 scrumptious recipes for indulging your
sweet tooth—featuring a chapter of healthier dessert options, including some
vegan and gluten-free recipes. It's no secret that Sally McKenney loves to
bake. Her popular blog, Sally's Baking Addiction, has become a trusted source
for fellow dessert lovers who are also eager to bake from scratch. Sally's
famous recipes include award-winning Salted Caramel Dark Chocolate Cookies, NoBake Peanut Butter Banana Pie, delectable Dark Chocolate Butterscotch Cupcakes,
and yummy Marshmallow Swirl S'mores Fudge. Find tried-and-true sweet recipes
for all kinds of delicious: Breads & Muffins Breakfasts Brownies & Bars Cakes,
Pies & Crisps Candy & Sweet Snacks Cookies Cupcakes Healthier Choices With tons
of simple, easy-to-follow recipes, you get all of the sweet with none of the
fuss! Hungry for more? Learn to create even more irresistible sweets with
Sally’s Candy Addiction and Sally’s Cookie Addiction.
The Longest Echo Eoin Dempsey 2021-02 Against the backdrop of WWII-ravaged
Italy comes a powerful and emotional novel of love, survival, justice, and
second chances by the bestselling author of White Rose, Black Forest. Occupied
Italy, 1944. In the mountain regions south of Bologna, Liliana Nicoletti's
family finds escaped POW James Foley behind German lines. Committed to the
anti-Fascist cause, they deliver him to a powerful band of local partisans. But
when the SS launches a brutal attack against the Resistance, Liliana's peaceful
community is destroyed. Alone and thrown together by tragedy, James and Liliana
fight together as Monte Sole burns. Forging an unbreakable bond, they know
their only hope of survival is to make it to the Allied lines. Twelve years
later, fate reunites Liliana, newly widowed, and James, now a journalist for a
New York magazine. Liliana reveals to him the obsession that has haunted her
since the massacre at Monte Sole: finding and bringing to justice the SS
officer who ordered her family killed. James has a revelation too. He might
know how to hunt the man down. Joining forces once more, and increasingly drawn
to each other, Liliana and James discover new levels of conspiracy on a journey
that leads them to Argentina--and to a choice that will change their lives
forever.
Fahrenheit 451 Ray Bradbury 1968 A fireman in charge of burning books meets a
revolutionary school teacher who dares to read. Depicts a future world in which
all printed reading material is burned.
All That She Carried Tiya Miles 2022-02-01 NATIONAL BOOK AWARD WINNER • NEW
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YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • A renowned historian traces the life of a single object
handed down through three generations of Black women to craft a “deeply layered
and insightful” (The Washington Post) testament to people who are left out of
the archives. WINNER: PEN/John Kenneth Galbraith Award, Anisfield-Wolf Book
Award, Lawrence W. Levine Award, Darlene Clark Hine Award • ONE OF THE TEN BEST
BOOKS OF THE YEAR: The Washington Post, Slate, Vulture, Publishers Weekly “A
history told with brilliance and tenderness and fearlessness.”—Jill Lepore,
author of These Truths: A History of the United States In 1850s South Carolina,
an enslaved woman named Rose faced a crisis: the imminent sale of her daughter
Ashley. Thinking quickly, she packed a cotton bag for her with a few items,
and, soon after, the nine-year-old girl was separated from her mother and sold.
Decades later, Ashley’s granddaughter Ruth embroidered this family history on
the sack in spare, haunting language. Historian Tiya Miles carefully traces
these women’s faint presence in archival records, and, where archives fall
short, she turns to objects, art, and the environment to write a singular
history of the experience of slavery, and the uncertain freedom afterward, in
the United States. All That She Carried is a poignant story of resilience and
love passed down against steep odds. It honors the creativity and
resourcefulness of people who preserved family ties when official systems
refused to do so, and it serves as a visionary illustration of how to
reconstruct and recount their stories today FINALIST: Frederick Douglass Book
Prize, Harriet Tubman Prize, MAAH Stone Book Award, Ralph Waldo Emerson Prize,
Kirkus Prize, Mark Lynton History Prize, Cundill History Prize, Chatauqua Prize
ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR: The New York Times, NPR, Time, The Boston
Globe, The Atlantic, The Atlanta Journal-Constitution, Smithsonian Magazine,
St. Louis Post-Dispatch, Ms. magazine, Book Riot, Library Journal, Kirkus
Reviews, Booklist
The White Rose Inge Scholl 1983-06 Depicts the activities and dedication of the
young Munich University students who were executed for printing pamphlets
attacking Nazi rule
The Fuhrer's Orphans David Laws 2020-10-21 In this moving novel based on true
events, a teacher and a British spy discover a group of children hiding from
the Nazis in WWII Munich. When their parents are taken to concentration camps,
twenty-seven children are left alone, hungry, and scared. Claudia Kellner, a
German elementary school teacher, discovers the group hiding in a deserted
Munich railroad yard. Only able to hide two of them in her home, she is
desperate to find shelter for the others. Meanwhile, British spy Peter Chesham
has penetrated Third Reich territory. But his critical mission is interrupted
when he discovers the orphans’ hiding place. Following through on his orders
would have fatal consequences for them. But giving up could mean losing the
war. Now Peter and Claudia must work together, attempting an impossible rescue
operation with the children’s lives—and the fate of the world—at stake.
Snow White and Rose Red Saviour Pirotta 2012 Simplified retelling of the
traditional German folktale. Two princesses befriend a bear during winter and
are disappointed when he has to leave. One day, while the princesses are
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rescuing an ungrateful dwarf, the bear returns to reward them for their
kindness. Suggested level: junior, primary.
The White Rose Resists Amanda Barratt 2020 Inspired by the incredible true
story of a group of ordinary men and women who dared to stand against evil The
ideal of a new Germany swept up Sophie Scholl in a maelstrom of patriotic
fervor--that is, until she realized the truth behind Hitler's machinations for
the fatherland. Now she and other students in Munich, the cradle of the Nazi
government, have banded together to form a group to fight for the truth: the
White Rose. Risking everything to print and distribute leaflets calling for
Germans to rise up against the evil permeating their country, the White Rose
treads a knife's edge of discovery by the Gestapo. Annalise Brandt came to the
University of Munich to study art, not get involved with conspiracy. The
daughter of an SS officer, she's been brought up to believe in the Führer's
divinely appointed leadership. But the more she comes to know Sophie and her
friends, the more she questions the Nazi propaganda. Soon Annalise joins their
double life--students by day, resisters by night. And as the stakes increase,
they're all forced to confront the deadly consequences meted out to any who
dare to oppose the Reich. A gripping testament to courage, The White Rose
Resistsilluminates the sacrifice and conviction of an unlikely group of
revolutionaries who refused to remain silent-no matter the cost.
Fraulein M. Caroline Woods 2017-01-01 BERLIN, 1931: Sisters raised in a
Catholic orphanage, Berni and Grete Metzger are each other's whole world. That
is, until life propels them to opposite sides of seedy, splendid, and violent
Weimar Berlin. Berni becomes a cigarette girl, a denizen of the cabaret scene
alongside her transgender best friend, who is considering a risky gender
reassignment surgery. Meanwhile Grete is hired as a maid to a Nazi family, and
begins to form a complicated bond with their son. As Germany barrels toward the
Third Reich and ruin, one of the sisters must make a devastating choice. SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1970: With the recent death of her father, Janeen Moore yearns to
know more about her family history, especially the closely guarded story of her
mother's youth in Germany. One day she intercepts a letter intended for her
mother: a confession written by a German woman, a plea for forgiveness. What
role does Janeen's mother play in this story, and why does she seem so
distressed by recent news that a former SS officer has resurfaced in America?
Fräulein M. abounds with hidden identities and family secrets. With its
multilayered exploration of family ties, hard choices, and the weight of
history in our lives, the novel shines light on a brilliant new voice.
The White Rose Glen Cook 1990-04-15 She is the last hope of good in the war
against the evil sorceress known as the Lady. From a secret base on the Plains
of Fear, where even the Lady hesitates to go, the Black Company, once in
service to the Lady, now fights to bring victory to the White Rose. But now an
even greater evil threatens the world. All the great battles that have gone
before will seem a skirmishes when the Dominator rises from the grave. At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.
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The White Forest Adam McOmber 2013-07-09 Jane Silverlake, a young woman from
the wild heath regions of Victorian England, uses her paranormal ability to see
the souls of handcrafted objects to infiltrate a mysterious dream-manipulation
cult into which the man she loves has gone missing.
Defying Hitler Alexandra LLoyd 2022-02-18 'Long Live Freedom!'-- Hans Scholl's
last words before his execution The White Rose (die Weiße Rose) resistance
circle was a group of students and a professor at the University of Munich who
in the early 1940s secretly wrote and distributed anti-Nazi pamphlets. At its
heart were Hans Scholl, Sophie Scholl, Christoph Probst, Alexander Schmorell,
Willi Graf and Professor Kurt Huber, all of whom were executed in 1943 by the
Nazi regime. The youngest among them was just twenty-one years old. This book
outlines the story of the group and sets their resistance texts within their
political and historical context, including archival photographs. A series of
brief biographical sketches, along with excerpts from their letters, trace each
member's journey towards action against the National Socialist state. The White
Rose resistance pamphlets are included in full, translated by students at the
University of Oxford. These translations are the result of work by
undergraduates around the same age as the original student authors, working
together on texts, ideas and issues. This project reflects a crucial aspect of
the White Rose: its collaborative nature. The resistance pamphlets were written
collaboratively, and they could not have had the reach they did without being
distributed by multiple individuals, defying Hitler through words and ideas.
Today, the bravery of the White Rose lives on in film and literature and is
commemorated not just in Munich but throughout Germany and beyond.
The Undesirables Chad Thumann 2016-10-18 In the winter of 1941-1942, Leningrad
is under siege, and Karen Hamilton, a seventeen-year-old American musician,
finds herself trapped and struggling to survive. Throughout the city, people
are dying of starvation and frostbite, and Karen knows that if she doesn't
escape immediately, she will share their fate. If she has any hope of leaving
Russia and reuniting with her fiancé, Bobby, in New York, she must do the
impossible: cross enemy lines and then stow away. On her harrowing journey,
Karen encounters Petr, a young conscripted Russian soldier. She isn't sure she
can trust him--he is equally wary of her. But as the two join forces in order
to stay alive, an unexpected romance takes root. Now, as Karen gets closer to
the reality of escape, she has a choice to make: Will she return to a safe life
in America with Bobby, or remain in war-torn Russia with Petr?
The Book of Black Clifford A. Pickover 2013 Explores topics related to "black,"
examining aspects of fashion, philosophy, politics, and popular culture.
The Hidden Life of Trees: What They Feel, How They Communicate Peter Wohlleben
2017-08-24 Sunday Times Bestseller ‘A paradigm-smashing chronicle of joyous
entanglement’ Charles Foster Waterstones Non-Fiction Book of the Month
(September) Are trees social beings? How do trees live? Do they feel pain or
have awareness of their surroundings?
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Jonathan Strange and Mr Norrell Susanna Clarke 2010-06-05 In the Hugo-award
winning, epic New York Times Bestseller and basis for the BBC miniseries, two
men change England's history when they bring magic back into the world. In the
midst of the Napoleonic Wars in 1806, most people believe magic to have long
since disappeared from England - until the reclusive Mr. Norrell reveals his
powers and becomes an overnight celebrity. Another practicing magician then
emerges: the young and daring Jonathan Strange. He becomes Norrell's pupil, and
the two join forces in the war against France. But Strange is increasingly
drawn to the wild, most perilous forms of magic, and he soon risks sacrificing
his partnership with Norrell and everything else he holds dear. Susanna
Clarke's brilliant first novel is an utterly compelling epic tale of
nineteenth-century England and the two magicians who, first as teacher and
pupil and then as rivals, emerge to change its history.
White Rose, Black Forest Eoin Dempsey 2018-03 An Amazon Charts bestseller. In
the shadows of World War II, trust becomes the greatest risk of all for two
strangers. December 1943. In the years before the rise of Hitler, the Gerber
family's summer cottage was filled with laughter. Now, as deep drifts of snow
blanket the Black Forest, German dissenter Franka Gerber is alone and hopeless.
Fervor and brutality have swept through her homeland, taking away both her
father and her brother and leaving her with no reason to live. That is, until
she discovers an unconscious airman lying in the snow wearing a Luftwaffe
uniform, his parachute flapping in the wind. Unwilling to let him die, Franka
takes him to her family's isolated cabin despite her hatred for the regime he
represents. But when it turns out that he is not who he seems, Franka begins a
race against time to unravel the mystery of the airman's true identity. Their
tenuous bond becomes as inseparable as it is dangerous. Hunted by the Gestapo,
can they trust each other enough to join forces on a mission that could change
the face of the war and their own lives forever?
I Am Tan Michele Rose 2017-05 A bi-racial boy named Christian, spends an
interesting day learning about race, color and stereotypes. By the end of the
day, he learns to embrace all of who he is. He knows that the world is full of
white, black, brown, red and yellow people, but he also sees that there are
many mixed children like him, who are in between these basic colors.
Fahrenheit 451 Ray Bradbury 2003-09-23 A totalitarian regime has ordered all
books to be destroyed, but one of the book burners suddenly realizes their
merit.
Unshed Tears Edith Hofmann 2019-01-18 This true-life novel was written in the
aftermath of the Second World War and the author’s terrible experiences in a
Nazi death camp. Only now has it been published for the first time. Edith
Hofmann is a survivor of the Holocaust, born in Prague in 1927 as Edith Birkin.
In 1941, along with her parents, she was deported to the Lodz Ghetto, where
within a year both her parents had died. At 15 she was left to fend for
herself. The Lodz Ghetto was the second-largest ghetto to Warsaw, and was
established for Jews and Gypsies in German-occupied Poland. Situated in the
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town of Lodz in Poland and originally intended as a temporary gathering point
for Jews, the ghetto was transformed into a major industrial centre, providing
much needed supplies for Nazi Germany and especially for the German Army.
Because of its remarkable productivity, the ghetto managed to survive until
August 1944, when the remaining population, including Edith, was transported to
Auschwitz and Chelmno extermination camp in cattle trucks. It was the last
ghetto in Poland to be liquidated due to the advancing Russian army. Edith was
only 17, and one of the lucky ones. For the majority, it was their final
journey. A small group of them were selected for work. With her hair shaved off
and deprived of all her possessions, she travelled to Kristianstadt, a labour
camp in Silesia, to work in an underground munitions factory.
The Three-Body Problem Cixin Liu 2014-11-11 Soon to be a Netflix Original
Series! “War of the Worlds for the 21st century.” – Wall Street Journal The
Three-Body Problem is the first chance for English-speaking readers to
experience the Hugo Award-winning phenomenon from China's most beloved science
fiction author, Liu Cixin. Set against the backdrop of China's Cultural
Revolution, a secret military project sends signals into space to establish
contact with aliens. An alien civilization on the brink of destruction captures
the signal and plans to invade Earth. Meanwhile, on Earth, different camps
start forming, planning to either welcome the superior beings and help them
take over a world seen as corrupt, or to fight against the invasion. The result
is a science fiction masterpiece of enormous scope and vision. The Three-Body
Problem Series The Three-Body Problem The Dark Forest Death's End Other Books
Ball Lightning Supernova Era To Hold Up The Sky (forthcoming) At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.
The Rime of the Ancient Mariner Samuel Taylor Coleridge 1906
The Pillars of the Earth Ken Follett 2010-06-29 #1 New York Times Bestseller
Oprah's Book Club Selection The “extraordinary . . . monumental masterpiece”
(Booklist) that changed the course of Ken Follett’s already phenomenal
career—and begins where its prequel, The Evening and the Morning, ended.
“Follett risks all and comes out a clear winner,” extolled Publishers Weekly on
the release of The Pillars of the Earth. A departure for the bestselling
thriller writer, the historical epic stunned readers and critics alike with its
ambitious scope and gripping humanity. Today, it stands as a testament to
Follett’s unassailable command of the written word and to his universal appeal.
The Pillars of the Earth tells the story of Philip, prior of Kingsbridge, a
devout and resourceful monk driven to build the greatest Gothic cathedral the
world has known . . . of Tom, the mason who becomes his architect—a man divided
in his soul . . . of the beautiful, elusive Lady Aliena, haunted by a secret
shame . . . and of a struggle between good and evil that will turn church
against state and brother against brother. A spellbinding epic tale of
ambition, anarchy, and absolute power set against the sprawling medieval canvas
of twelfth-century England, this is Ken Follett’s historical masterpiece.
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A Ruin of Roses K. F. Breene 2021-10-10 I could save him, but he would ruin me.
The beast. The creature who stalks the forbidden wood. The dragon prince.He has
suffered a fate worse than death. We all have. A curse put upon us by the mad
king.We are a kingdom locked in time. Shifters unable to feel our animals.
Stuck here by a deal between the late king and a demon who seeks our
destruction. The only one keeping this kingdom alive is Nyfain, the golden
prince to a stolen throne. The last dragon shifter. He's our hope. He's my
nightmare. When he catches me trespassing in the forbidden wood, he doesn't
punish me with death, as he's entitled. He takes me, instead. Forces me back to
the castle as his prisoner. Seeks to use me. Apparently I can save him. I can
save the whole forgotten kingdom, locked away by the demon king's power. But it
would mean taming the monster beneath his skin. It would mean giving myself to
him. It would mean my ruin._ _ _ _ _ _This is a dark and sexy Beauty and the
Beast retelling featuring a strong heroine, a dangerous anti-hero, and a
humorous supporting cast.
The Story of Ferdinand Munro Leaf 2011-03-31 Soon to be a major motion picture!
Ferdinand is the world's most peaceful--and--beloved little bull. While all of
the other bulls snort, leap, and butt their heads, Ferdinand is content to just
sit and smell the flowers under his favorite cork tree. Leaf's simple
storytelling paired with Lawson's pen-and-ink drawings make The Story of
Ferdinand a true classic. Commemorate the 75th anniversary of the book's
original publication with this beautiful and affordable 8x8 paperback edition.
The White Rose Jean Hanff Korelitz 2015-03-17 Passion, infidelity, social
climbing, and one very special white rose weave a seductive narrative in this
intelligent and tender novel. At forty-eight, Marian Kahn, a professor of
history at Columbia, has reached a comfortable perch. Married, wealthy, and the
famed discoverer of the eighteenth-century adventuress, Lady Charlotte Wilcox,
she ought to be content. Instead, she is horrified to find herself profoundly
in love with twenty-six-year-old Oliver, the son of her eldest friend. When
Marian's cousin, the snobbish Barton, announces his engagement to Sophie, a
graduate student in Marian's department, Marian, Oliver, and Sophie find their
lives woefully entangled, and their hearts turned in unfamiliar directions. All
three of them will learn that love may seldom be straightforward, but it's
always a gift. From the West Village to the Upper East Side, from the Hamptons
to Millbrook, THE WHITE ROSE is at once a nuanced and affectionate reimagining
of Strauss's beloved opera, Der Rosenkavalier, and a mesmerizing novel of our
own time and place.
Hamer's War Francis Cottam 2004-04 Having been wounded on the Russian Front,
Martin Hamer, a heroic and principled German officer, is seconded to a labour
camp in occupied Poland. Gradually, Hamer finds himself drawn to one of the
inmates, Julia Smollen. As the burgeoning relationship between the German
officer and the Polish prisoner causes mounting tension in the camp, Hamer's
troubled past is gradually revealed in a series of flashbacks. But, as he's
about to discover, much of his life has been based on a tragic lie. And just as
Hamer is forced to reassess and reevaluate his past, he is faced with a
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heartbreaking choice - and a chance of redemption. A chance which would mean
forsaking his rank, reputation and homeland. Is he brave enough to take it?
The Illustrated Man Ray Bradbury 2012-04-17 Eighteen science fiction stories
deal with love, madness, and death on Mars, Venus, and in space.
The Forest Speaks Diomira Rose D'Agostino 2014-09-05 Meet Jedda Delaney, a
rather average teenage girl living a fairly normal and uneventful high school
life. Until one morning, that is, when she awakens from a not-so-normal dream
about a timeless and otherworldly place. This place is the Forest where magic
and enchantment are commonplace, and possibilities are beyond the wildest
imagination. But it was just a dream...or was it? Join Jedda in "Awakening the
Rose" as she embarks on an incredible journey of awakening - a path that
requires only one thing: that she remembers something that lies buried and
forgotten in the farthest depths of her own heart.
The Bogside Boys Eoin Dempsey 2015-03-05 From the Amazon Top Ten Overall
Bestselling author of Finding RebeccaThe war will force him to choose between
his community, his family, or the woman he loves. The city of Derry, Northern
Ireland, 1972The Bogside is an area in open revolt, cordoned off from the rest
of the city of Derry, patrolled by masked IRA men atop burnt out barricades.
Subjugated by the Protestant ruling classes and denied their right to vote,
life for the Catholic people in Bogside is hard. But a civil rights movement
has begun. The march through the Bogside that day was meant to be like any
other. That march would change the course of history for the people of Northern
Ireland and become known as Bloody Sunday. Mick Doherty has a secret, and it's
time to introduce her to his family. It's not easy being with a girl from the
other side of the divide. He knows that being with Melissa could prove
impossible. Protestants and Catholics don't mix. The march through Bogside will
be the perfect time to introduce her to his twin brother Pat at least. Melissa
Rice, daughter of a unionist politician and from the Protestant, middle class
side of the city, had never even been to the area of Derry known as the Bogside
before she met Mick. But now, inspired by the words of Martin Luther King, she
is ready to march not only for the civil rights of all the people of Northern
Ireland, but for her chance to be with the man she loves. Pat Doherty was never
one to get involved in the daily riots in Bogside but is ready to rally against
injustice. He knows that now is the time to stand up for the Catholic people of
Derry against the Protestant hierarchy and the British occupying forces they
support. After witnessing British Army paratroopers shoot 13 people dead on
Bloody Sunday, Mick, Pat and Melissa find themselves dragged into a war they
never wanted any part of. The Doherty brothers join the IRA, whose ranks are
swelling with disaffected young men and women spurred on by the carnage on the
streets. But after another horrific act of violence, Mick begins to rethink the
allegiances he has made. He realizes will have to choose between a promise to
his twin brother, his duty to the community he has sworn to protect, and the
woman he loves. The Bogside Boys is a meticulously researched, nuanced family
saga, set over twenty-five years of the conflict in Northern Ireland.
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The Night Tiger Yangsze Choo 2019-02-12 The Reese Witherspoon x Hello Sunshine
Book Club Pick INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER “A sumptuous garden maze of a
novel that immerses readers in a complex, vanished world.” —Kirkus (starred
review) An utterly transporting novel set in 1930s colonial Malaysia, perfect
for fans of Isabel Allende and Min Jin Lee Quick-witted, ambitious Ji Lin is
stuck as an apprentice dressmaker, moonlighting as a dancehall girl to help pay
off her mother’s Mahjong debts. But when one of her dance partners accidentally
leaves behind a gruesome souvenir, Ji Lin may finally get the adventure she has
been longing for. Eleven-year-old houseboy Ren is also on a mission, racing to
fulfill his former master’s dying wish: that Ren find the man’s finger, lost
years ago in an accident, and bury it with his body. Ren has 49 days to do so,
or his master’s soul will wander the earth forever. As the days tick
relentlessly by, a series of unexplained deaths racks the district, along with
whispers of men who turn into tigers. Ji Lin and Ren’s increasingly dangerous
paths crisscross through lush plantations, hospital storage rooms, and ghostly
dreamscapes. Yangsze Choo's The Night Tiger pulls us into a world of servants
and masters, age-old superstition and modern idealism, sibling rivalry and
forbidden love. But anchoring this dazzling, propulsive novel is the intimate
coming-of-age of a child and a young woman, each searching for their place in a
society that would rather they stay invisible. "A work of incredible beauty...
Astoundingly captivating and striking... A transcendent story of courage and
connection." —Booklist (starred review)
The Traitor V.S. Alexander 2020-02-25 Fans of Reese Witherspoon’s Book Club
picks eager for their next moving historical novel—look no further! Readers of
The Alice Project and The Lost Girls of Paris will be enthralled by V.S.
Alexander’s The Traitor. Drawing on the true story of the White Rose—the
resistance movement of young Germans against the Nazi regime—The Traitor tells
of one woman who offers her life in the ultimate battle against tyranny during
one of history’s darkest hours. In the summer of 1942, as war rages across
Europe, a series of anonymous leaflets appears around the University of Munich,
speaking out against escalating Nazi atrocities. The leaflets are hidden in
public places, or mailed to addresses selected at random from the phone book.
Natalya Petrovich, a student, knows who is behind the leaflets—a secret group
called the White Rose, led by siblings Hans and Sophie Scholl and their
friends. As a volunteer nurse on the Russian front, Natalya witnessed the
horrors of war first-hand. She willingly enters the White Rose’s circle, where
every hushed conversation, every small act of dissent could mean imprisonment
or death at the hands of an infuriated Gestapo. Natalya risks everything
alongside her friends, hoping the power of words will encourage others to
resist. But even among those she trusts most, there is no guarantee of
safety—and when danger strikes, she must take an extraordinary gamble in her
own personal struggle to survive. Praise for V.S. Alexander’s The Irishman’s
Daughter “Accompanied by an expertly rendered plot, bold and empathetic
characters, and prose that jumps off the page, this tale will particularly
satisfy fans of historicals and those looking for stories about the redeeming
grace of faith and hard work.” —Publishers Weekly, STARRED REVIEW
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Snow & Rose Emily Winfield Martin 2017-10-10 Give the gift of this stunningly
illustrated fairy-tale reimagining from the New York Times bestselling authorillustrator of The Wonderful Things You Will Be this holiday season—sure to be
a modern classic! Snow and Rose didn’t know they were in a fairy tale. People
never do. . . . Once, they lived in a big house with spectacular gardens and an
army of servants. Once, they had a father and mother who loved them more than
the sun and moon. But that was before their father disappeared into the woods
and their mother disappeared into sorrow. This is the story of two sisters and
the enchanted woods that have been waiting for them to break a set of terrible
spells. In Snow & Rose, bestselling author-illustrator Emily Winfield Martin
retells the traditional but little-known fairy tale “Snow White and Rose Red.”
The beautiful full-color illustrations throughout and unusual yet relatable
characters will bring readers back to this book again and again. “The deeper
meanings of the [story] do emerge, but the pleasure . . . is paramount.” —The
New York Times
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